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Mona's Cocktail Lounge 

"Popular Gay Bar"

A popular bar for the LGBT community, Mona's Cocktail Lounge is an ideal

place for a fun night out and for meeting new people. It is quite a well-

known bar in the neighborhood and is a frequent hang out spot for the

locals. The cheerful vibe and the amiable staff ensure you have a good

time and special events are regularly hosted at this place for the guests to

enjoy. Drop in to sip on their flavorful cocktails, revel in the communal

spirit and strike up a conversation with the friendly locals.

 +1 954 525 6662  www.monasbar.com/  jerry@monasbar.com  502 East Sunrise Boulevard

Fort, Fort Lauderdale FL
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Ramrod Fort Lauderdale 

"A Man's Bar"

Established in the 90's, Ramrod Fort Lauderdale is a popular local gay bar

and is located in the Middle River Terrace district. Every night is a night for

something special with a variety of themes, frequent specials on drinks,

and a hip and trendy decor that changes with the theme. The drinks are

very reasonably priced and cheaper during happy hours and the staff is

extremely friendly and welcoming. The pig dance on the first Saturday of

every month is a highlight and is hosted by DJ's that are renowned across

the globe. Do stop by when in town, you're sure to love Ramrod Fort

Lauderdale.

 +1 954 763 8219  www.ramrodbar.com  1508 Northeast 4th Avenue, Fort

Lauderdale FL
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Hunters 

"Dance And Drink"

A popular bar for the LGBT community and the locals alike, Hunters has a

happening nightlife scene. It is the perfect location to party the night away

and an inviting space to meet like-minded individuals. Whether you let

your hair down and dance to the groovy music or participate in the

karaoke events, the club allows patrons to choose from a number of ways

to spend the evening. The lively space comprises a large dance floor, a

lounge area, and an upstairs bar section. They also churn out amazing

cocktails and their happy hours offer some great deals on the drinks.

 +1 954 630 3556  huntersftlauderdale.com/  2232 Wilton Drive, Fort Lauderdale FL
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Monkey Business 

"Local Gay Bar"

Monkey Business is a trendy local gay bar that's located in the heart of the

city. Entertainment includes frequent drag shows, karaoke nights, and

some excellent foot-tapping music by locally and regionally renowned

DJ's. The staff is polite and friendly, the drinks are on point and

reasonably priced, and the vibe is extremely laid back making this spot

perfect for a night of fun and frolic.

 +1 954 514 7819  gustavo525@aol.com  2740 North Andrews Avenue, Wilton

Manors FL
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